Abstract. This paper presents a solution to bridging the abstract and concrete syntax of a Web rule languages by using model transformations. Current specifications of Web rule languages such as Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) or RuleML define their abstract syntax (e.g., metamodel) and concrete syntax (e.g., XML schema) separately. Although the recent research in the area of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) demonstrates that such a separation of two types of syntax is a good practice (due to the complexity of languages), one should also have tools that check validity of rules written in a concrete syntax with respect to the abstract syntax of the rule language. In this study, we use the REWERSE I1 Rule Markup Language (R2ML), SWRL, and Object Constraint Language (OCL), whose abstract syntax is defined by using metamodeling, while their textual concrete syntax is defined by using either XML/RDF schema or Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) syntax. We bridge this gap by a bi-directional transformation defined in a model transformation language (ATLAS Transformation Language, ATL). This transformation allowed us to discover a number of issues in both web rule language metamodels and their corresponding concrete syntax, and thus make them fully compatible. This solution also enables for sharing web rules between different web rule languages.
Introduction
Using and sharing rules on the Web are some of the main challenges that the Web community tries to solve. The first important stream of research in this area is related to the Semantic Web technologies where researchers try to provide formally-defined rule languages (e.g., Semantic Web Rule Language, SWRL [29] ) that are used for reasoning over Semantic Web ontologies. The main issue to be solved is the type (e.g., open or closed world) of reasoning that will be used, so that formal-semantics of such languages can be defined. However, as in constructing any other language, defining abstract syntax and concrete syntax is an unavoidable part of the language definition. An important characteristic of Semantic Web rule languages is that they do primarily not deal with interchange of rules between various types of rule languages on the Web. This means that Semantic Web rule languages do not tend to compromise their reasoning characteristics for the broader syntactic expressivity. This is actually the main focus on the second stream of research on the Web that is chiefly articulated through the W3C effort called Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [23] , while the most known proposals are REWERSE Rule Markup Language (R2ML) [57] and RuleML [11] . The primary result expected from this research stream is an XML-based concrete syntax for defining rules on the Web. Although the XML syntax for such a language is certainly the pragmatic expectation of the Web users, for a good definition of such a language it is also important to have a well-designed abstract syntax [12] . Although the work on both types of Web rules is very important, even a further impact will be achieved once we define technique, which will allow for the development of Web applications that are using Web rules. Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a promising approach to this problem, where, for example, Object Constraint Language (OCL) can be used to model and specify different aspects of Web applications [24] . In our particular case, Web rules can be specified by using OCL, which are used together with UML [46] . In UML, various model elements such as classes or state machines can be annotated by logical constraints defined by using OCL. In this way, UML models constrained by OCL expressions are more accurate and complete. OCL is today used in a number of tools, and it is accepted as a standard by the OMG (Object Management Group) [44] ; it can be also used to define constraints on MOF (Meta Object Facility)-based metamodels [42] . The OCL 2.0 specification [0] explicitly defines an abstract and concrete syntax of the language, that is, a MOF-based metamodel and a textual concrete syntax, respectively.
The current practice of rule language design demonstrates that there is usually no tool support that connects an abstract syntax with a concrete syntax of a rule language. The main reason of having such a tool is to enable for the validation of rule expressions encoded in various concrete (e.g., XMLbased or EBNF-based) syntax w.r.t. the abstract syntax. Not should a rule only follow a concrete syntax of the language, but it also must be valid in terms of the abstract syntax. An optimal situation will be, if we can provide a transformation between a concrete syntax and an abstract syntax. On the other hand, such a transformer may also help us check the correctness and appropriateness of the abstract syntax based on the expressions encoded in the concrete syntax.
In this paper, we try to address this problem of bridging the gap between an abstract and concrete syntax of Web rule languages. In our study we analyze the R2ML [57] , SWRL [29] and OCL languages whose concrete syntax is defined by using XML, Resource Definition Framework (RDF), and EBNF, respectively. Since R2ML and OCL languages leverage the benefits of a new software engineering discipline MDE [9] , the abstract syntax of R2ML and OCL is defined by a metamodel that is specified by using the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) metamodeling language [42] . SWRL specification [29] does not propose an abstract syntax defined by a metamodel, but it is proposed in a research literature [14] . In [43] is said that a metamodel specifies syntax of a modeling language by omitting some aspects of the graphical or textual appearance of the language, such as geometric shapes or punctuation. For example, a metamodel might have an element for kinds of rules and another for logical formulas, but no mention of how generalization appears in a graphical or textual syntax. This is sometimes called "abstract syntax", as distinguished from "concrete syntax", which includes the detailed graphical or textual appearances. The use of the MDE approach for defining abstract syntax of rule languages enables us to have first leverage metamodels as means for checking validity of concrete expressions in rule languages. Moreover, we can define more advanced constraints over metamodels by using a constraint language such as OCL. This enables us to leverage a richer set for defining well-formedness rules of Web rule languages. This is a more expressive mechanisms comparing to the XML syntax definition mechanisms (e.g., XML scheme), which do not have this kind of mechanism.
Along with their abstract syntax, R2ML, SWRL and OCL have concrete syntax that has been developed for encoding rules by domain experts in various tools. The R2ML concrete syntax is defined by an XML Schema, the SWRL concrete syntax is defined by XML and RDF Schemas, while the OCL concrete syntax is defined by an EBNF textual concrete syntax. However, there is no solution that enables mappings and transforming concrete syntax of these languages into their compliant metamodels. This gap between the rule languages metamodels and their concrete syntax causes the following problems: 1. Rules represented in the R2ML, SWRL and OCL concrete syntax require a means in order to be stored in MOF-based model repositories. This will enable their validation w.r.t. their metamodels. In order to be automatically verified, constraints for checking models coherence must be written in a language for which automatic translation to an executable form is possible. The well known OCL solution is used here. 2. The rule language metamodels cannot be instantiated based on rules encoded in their concrete syntax with the present tools, and thus their metamodels cannot be validated with real-world rules.
In this paper, we demonstrate how MDE tools and model transformation languages can be used to overcome R2ML, SWRL and OCL issues listed above. To describe this approach, we first give a short introduction into the main initiatives for sharing Web rules and into the basics of MDE concepts that our solution is based on. In Section 3, we describe the rule languages, i.e., abstract and contract syntax of R2ML, SWRL, and OCL. In Section 4, we explain our conceptual solution to bridging between each rule language's abstract and concrete syntax, and also we explain our implementation approach, while in Section 5 we give some general and technically-specific best practices to bridge between abstract and concrete syntax of rule languages. In Section 6, we report on the main experience that we obtained when implementing transformations and consequences on the R2ML, SWRL and OCL metamodels, while we highlight the related work on rule language transformations in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.
Background
This section introduces the basic concepts and technologies that are used in our solution to bridging the gap between abstract and concrete syntax of Web rule languages. Namely, we introduce the W3C's Rule Interchange Format initiative and fundamental concepts of MDE such as metamodeling, ModelDriven Architecture (MDA), XMI, technical spaces, and model transformations.
Rule Interchange Format
Rule Interchange Format (RIF) [23] is the W3C's initiative that aims at defining an intermediary language between various rule languages. Its goal is not to provide a formally defined semantic foundation for reasoning on the Web such as OWL for ontologies. The current state of this initiative is that it defines a set of requirements and use cases for sharing rules on the Web. However, there is no official submission to this initiative yet. RuleML is a language that tends to be a proposal for RIF. RuleML is a markup language for publishing and sharing rule bases on the World Wide Web [27] . RuleML builds a hierarchy of rule sublanguages upon XML, RDF, XSLT, and OWL. The current RuleML hierarchy consists of derivation (e.g., SWRL and First Order Logic-FOL), integrity, reaction, transformation and production rules (e.g., Jess). RuleML is based on Datalog. RuleML rules are defined in the form of an implication between an antecedent and consequent, with the meaning whenever the logical expression in the antecedent holds, then the consequent must also hold. However, an important constraint of RuleML is that it cannot fully represent all the constructs of various languages such as Object Constraint Language (OCL) [44] or SWRL [29] and it cannot satisfy many RIF requirements yet. It is important to mention that is a proposal for the RuleML abstract syntax [12] by means of a metamodel, but there has not been any solution allowing for bridging between that abstract syntax and the concrete syntax of RuleML.
In this paper, we use REWERSE I1 Rule Markup Language (R2ML) as a language that covers all RIF requirements for sharing rules, and hence solves some of the RuleML constraints. We describe its abstract and concrete syntax in Section 3. As R2ML has separately defined abstract and concrete syntax, we demonstrate how model transformations can be used to bridge between its abstract and concrete syntax.
Model Driven Engineering
MDE is a new software engineering discipline in which the process heavily relies on the use of models [9] [18], while the OMG's MDA [40] is considered a possible metamodeling architecture enabling the use of the MDE principles. The core concept in MDE is model. A model defined is a set of statements about some system under study [53] . Models are usually specified by using modeling languages (e.g., UML), while modeling languages can be defined by metamodels. A metamodel is a model of a modeling language. That is, a metamodel makes statements about what can be expressed in the valid models of a certain modeling language [53] . MDE consists of three layers, namely: • M1 layer or model layer where models are defined by using modeling languages; • M2 layer or metamodel layer where models of modeling languages (i.e. metamodels) are defined (e.g., UML or Ontology Definition Metamodel, ODM [45] ) by using metamodeling languages such as MOF; • M3 layer or metametamodel layer where the only metamodeling language is defined (i.e. MOF) by itself [42] .
The relations between different MDE layers can be considered as instanceof or conformant-to, which means that a model is an instance of (i.e., conformant to) a metamodel, and a metamodel is an instance of (i.e., conformant to) a metametamodel. The rationale for having only one language on the M3 layer is to have a unique grammar space for defining various modeling languages on the M2 layer. Thus, various modeling language can be processed in the same way, for example, by using the same API. An example of such APIs are Java Metadata Interface (JMI) [32] and Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) 1 that enables the implementation of a dynamic, platform-independent infrastructure to manage the creation, storage, access, discovery, and exchange of MOF-based metadata. The most comprehensive implementation of JMI is NetBeans' Metadata Repository (MDR) 2 that contains implementation of a MOF-based repository including persistent storage mechanism for storing the MOF-based metadata. An important feature of MOF is that it inherits the graphical syntax of UML, that is, MOF is a subset of UML class models, so that an abstract syntax of a modeling language defined by MOF can be represented by using UML class diagrams.
We should mention also the well-formedness rules in terms of metamodeling architectures. Typically, they are defined on the metamodel level, by using a combination of a metamodeling language (MOF) and a constraint language (OCL). The constraints are defined over metamodels, most commonly, in a form of integrity constraints such as OCL invariants. These rules regulate a set of valid models (i.e., expressions of a modeling language), and only those models that are fully compliant with such well-formedness rules are considered well-formed. For example, well-formedness of R2ML is defined by using MOF and OCL, while all R2ML rules (i.e., models) must comply to the wellformedness rules of R2ML Note also that for each MOF-based metamodel and model, one can automatically generate their corresponding XML schema (so called XML Metadata Interchange-XMI) by following the OMG's XMI specification [48] . This enables sharing MOF-based models and metamodels among different MOF-based model repositories. MDR implements functionalities for exporting/importing XMI documents compliant with various MOF-based metamodels (e.g., the R2ML metamodel).
Technical spaces
Although MDE principles for defining modeling languages seems quite promising, the reality is, that languages can be defined and represented by using various technologies such as XML, databases, and MOF. In fact, the MDE theory introduces a concept of technical spaces [6] , where a technical space (TS) is a working context with a set of associated concepts, body of knowledge, tools, required skills, and possibilities [34] . Although some technical spaces are difficult to define, they can easily be recognized (e.g., XML, MDA, databases, and Semantic Web). In the case of the problem analyzed in this paper, we have to bridge between two technical spaces -the MDE technical space (as we assume that abstract syntax of the rule languages is defined by using metamodeling) and technical spaces, such as XML, RDF and EBNF that are used for defining concrete syntax of rule languages.
Model Transformations
Model transformations represent the central operation for handling models in the MDA [0] . Model transformations are the process of producing one model from another model of the same system [40] . In fact, a model transformation means converting an input model, which conforms to one metamodel, to another model, which conforms to another metamodel (see Fig. 1 ). This conversion is done by defining rules that match and/or navigate elements of source models resulting in the production of elements of the target model. The transformation itself is a model, which conforms to some transformation metamodel [7] . Languages for defining model transformations are generally declarative, and include approaches based on relations [1] , or those based on patterns of logical constraints [16] . In November 2005, the OMG published the final specification of the MOF2 Query View Transformation (QVT) standard [47] . MOF2
QVT is defined by a MOF-based metamodel (in the similar way as the R2ML metamodel is defined), and thus QVT is located on the M2 layer of the MDA (i.e., transformation language in Fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1. An overview of model transformations
QVT may be used for many kinds of model transformations such as from object model to data model or from business model to object model. Although it is very important to have a standard such as MOF2 QVT, it is equally important to use an appropriate tool that allows us to represent models and metamodels being transformed between different technical spaces (e.g., MOF and XML). In our research, we have decided to use ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [3] as the primary language and tool for model transformations based on the following arguments: an open-source software, the biggest user community, a solid developer support, a rich knowledge base of model transformation examples and projects, and a very mature support for technical spaces (e.g., XML, EMF, and MOF).
ATL is a hybrid (i.e., declarative and imperative) transformation language, and it is based on the OMG OCL norm [44] for both its data types and its declarative expressions. ATL and QVT share some common features, as they initially shared the same set of requirements defined in QVT Request for proposals [47] . However, the actual ATL implementation is different from the QVT standard, although the QVT standard defines requirements primarily for tools, and not for languages. ATL is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and integrates the notion of technical spaces. Although mainly intended to deal with MDA models, this framework should also handle other kinds of models from different technical spaces (e.g., Java programs, XML documents, and databases). The ATL Eclipse perspective provides tools for importing/exporting various XML formats into/from ATL's MOF based model repository. This is implemented in the form of the following tools:
• XML injection: takes an XML file as the input and produces its equivalent model that is conformant to the XML metamodel defined in MOF (the next section gives more details about this metamodel). We should also mention that XML injection can be used for RDF too, because we consider that RDF can be represented by XML (and in fact, one of the most commonly used RDF concrete syntax is XML-based), but in general case RDF enables more freedom in syntax defining of RDF expressions.
• XML extraction: produces an XML file from the model conformant to the metamodel defined in either Ecore or MOF. We should also say here that as for XML injection, XML extractor can be used for RDF files, too.
• EBNF injection: takes a textual file (written in the textual concrete syntax of a rule language) as the input and produces an equivalent model that is conformant to the rule language's metamodel defined in either Ecore or MOF.
• EBNF extraction: produces a textual file (written in the textual concrete syntax of a rule language) from the model conformant to the rule language's metamodel defined in either Ecore or MOF.
In addition, ATL toolkit also includes TCS (Textual Concrete Syntax) tools [30] . TCS represents domain specific language (DSL) for defining textual concrete syntaxes in MDE. As a part of ATL toolkit it can be used for parsing textto-model and serialization model-to-text. In our work presented in this paper, we used TCS for EBNF injection/extraction.
Rule Languages Representations
In this section, we describe briefly the three rule languages under study (i.e., R2ML, SWRL and OCL), by means of their abstract and concrete syntax.
R2ML Metamodel and R2ML XML Schema
This section is devoted to the description of the R2ML language [57] [59] by explaining the R2ML abstract syntax and R2ML XML-based concrete syntax. Due to the size of the R2ML language, we only give an excerpt of the language related to integrity and derivation rules in this section. For the complete definition of the R2ML metamodel and R2ML XML schema, we refer readers to [50] .
The R2ML Abstract Syntax: R2ML Metamodel
The R2ML metamodel is defined by using the MOF metamodeling language.
In Fig. 2 , we give a UML class diagram depicting the MOF definition of integrity rules with the definition of RuleBase and RuleSet. An R2ML RuleBase contains IntegrityRuleSet-s or DerivationRuleSet-s, while either of these two RuleSet-s contains specific rules, integrity or derivation, respectively. An integrity rule, also known as (integrity) constraint, consists of a constraint assertion, which is a sentence (or formula without free variables) in a logical lan-guage such as first-order predicate logic or OCL [44] . R2ML supports two kinds of integrity rules: the alethic and deontic ones. An alethic integrity rule can be expressed by a phrase, such as "it is necessarily the case that" and a deontic one can be expressed by phrases, such as "it is obligatory that" or "it should be the case that." In Fig. 2 we, define constraint on the IntegrityRule class, by means of OCL constraints to check well-formendess of the R2ML models, and we describe these well-formendess rules in more detail later in this subsection. Example 1 (Integrity rule). If a rental is not a one way rental then the return branch of the rental must be the same as the pick-up branch of the rental. R2ML defines the general concept of LogicalFormula that can be Conjunction, Disjunction, NegationAsFailure, StrongNegation, and Implication. The concept of a QuantifiedFormula is essential for R2ML integrity rules, and it subsumes existentially quantified formulas and universally quantified formulas. LogicalFormula can also be AtLeastQuantifiedFormula, AtMostQuantifiedFormula, and AtLeastAndAtMostQuantifiedFormula that allow defining cardinality constrains in R2ML rules.
A derivation rule has conditions and a conclusion (see Fig. 3 ) with the ordinary meaning that the conclusion can be derived whenever the conditions hold. Conditions of a derivation rule are instances of the AndOrNafNegFormula class representing quantifier-free logical formulas with conjunction, disjunction, and negation. Conclusions are restricted to quantifier-free disjunctive normal forms (LiteralConjunction) without NAF (Negation as Failure, i.e. weak negation).
Example 2 (Derivation rule). The discount for a customer buying a product is 7.5 percent if the customer is premium and the product is luxury. 
R2ML XML Schema
The concrete syntax of the R2ML language is defined in a form of an XML schema. This XML schema is defined based on the R2ML MOF-based metamodel by using the following mapping rules: 1. Every metamodel class is represented by an XML element and a complexType in the XML schema. The names of the XML element and complex type are the same as the class name. If the class is abstract, the corresponding element is also abstract. The corresponding XML element contains XML attributes for each data type attributes from the model class. The R2ML metamodel contains only optional or required attributes which are mapped to optional and required attributes, respectively in the XML Schema. The metamodel does not contain any attribute whose type is a class.
2. A MOF association is mapped to an XML attribute that is part of the content model of the XML complexType generated from the class referencing this association. If a name of an association end is defined, then this name is used as an XML attribute name. If the association end name is not defined, then referenced class name is used as an XML attribute name. 3. Composite and n-ary MOF associations are always serialized by using XML elements. A composite association is mapped to an XML element that is a part of the content model of the XML complexType generated from the class referencing this association. If an association end name is provided, then this name is used for the corresponding XML element name. If an association end is undefined then the referenced class name is used. In Fig. 4 , we give the integrity (Fig. 4a) and derivation ( Fig. 4b ) rules defined in Example 1 and Example 2, respectively, in a form of XML documents following the R2ML XML schema. 
OCL Metamodel and OCL EBNF-based Concrete Syntax
In this subsection, we describe the OCL language by explaining its MOFbased abstract syntax and EBNF-based textual concrete syntax. In this section, we describe only those OCL elements that are relevant to our discussion, while its complete description could be found in [44] .
The OCL Abstract Syntax: OCL Metamodel
The OCL metamodel (i.e., abstract syntax for OCL v2.0) is also defined by using MOF [3] . In this abstract syntax, a number of meta-classes from the UML 2.0 metamodel are imported [3] . The OCL metamodel is divided into several packages:
• The Types package describes the concepts that define the type system of OCL. It shows the types predefined in OCL as well as the types that are deduced from the UML models.
• The Expressions package describes the structure of OCL expressions.
• The EnhancedOCL package that we have added to the standard OCL metamodel to represent invariant constructs that are not supported in the standard OCL metamodel (more details are given later in this subsection).
An overview of the inheritance relationships between all classes defined in the package is shown in Fig. 5 . The basic structure of the package consists of the OCL metamodel's classes such as OclExpression that is an abstract superclass for all OCL expressions; and FeatureCallExp that is superclass for the OperationCallExp and PropertyCallExp classes. OperationCallExp represents an operation defined on a UML Classifier (such as UML Class), while PropertyCallExp models a reference to an Attribute of a Classifier defined in a UML model. Since the standard specification of the OCL metamodel [3] does not contain support for OCL invariants (constraints that always must hold), we had to introduce the EnhancedOCL package. Thus, we just improved the model of the OCL language (i.e., OCL metamodel) to more precisely reflect the constructs that can be represented in the OCL language. Otherwise, we would not be able to provide mappings between OCL abstract and concrete syntax as explained in Section 4.3, given that we found out that OCL metamodel could not support all OCL expressions 3 . This package contains the Invariant class, as a subclass of the OclModuleElement class (see Fig. 6 ). The white classes are from the UML metamodel, light-gray (or yellow) colored ones are from the standard OCL metamodel, and dark gray (green) are classes that we defined.
Fig. 6. Elements of the EnhancedOCL package in the OCL metamodel
Our OclModuleElement class represents a superclass for following elements:
• OCL invariant elements (represented with the Invariant class);
• OCL operations and properties, that is, "def" elements (represented with the abstract class OclFeature) that are represented with classes OclOperation and OclProperty, respectively; and • OCL derivation rules, i.e., "derive" elements represented with class DeriveOclModuleElement.
The OCL Concrete Syntax
The concrete syntax of the OCL language is defined in a form of a full attribute grammar, where each production in an attribute grammar may have synthesized attributes attached to it [44] . The value of synthesized attributes of elements on the left hand side of a production rule is always derived from attributes of elements at the right hand side of that production rule. Each production may also have inherited attributes attached to it. In the attribute grammar that specifies the concrete syntax, every production rule is denoted using the EBNF formalism and annotated with synthesized and inherited attributes, and disambiguating rules. Each production rule has one synthesized attribute called ast (short for abstract syntax tree), that holds the instance of the OCL Abstract Syntax that is returned by the rule. Each production rule also has one inherited attribute called env (short for environment), that holds a list of names that are visible from the expression. All names are references to elements in the model. In fact, env is a name space environment for the expression or expression part denoted according to the production rule [44] . The mapping from concrete to abstract syntax is described as part of the grammar in [44] . It is described by adding a synthesized attribute ast to each production which has the corresponding metaclass from the abstract syntax as its type. This allows the mapping to be fully formalized within the attribute grammar formalism. We show in Fig. 7 an example of production rules for OclModuleElement. The Abstract syntax mapping for OclModuleElement is defined in Fig. 8 . Mapping from abstract to concrete syntax can be defined by applying the production rules from left to right, as shown in Fig. 7 . In Section 3.1.1, we have shown some examples of invariants in the OCL textual concrete syntax. The full definition of the OCL concrete syntax with well-formedness rules can be found in [3].
SWRL Metamodel and SWRL Concrete Syntax
In this section, we present the SWRL language [3] by explaining its SWRL abstract syntax as well as its XML-based and RDF-based concrete syntax. Because mappings of SWRL OWL/XML Schema and its metamodel follow the same principles as for R2ML XML Schema and R2ML metamodel (in Section 3.2.2), we will here describe only parts of the SWRL relevant to our discussion, that is, SWRL's abstract syntax (metamodel) and it's two concrete syntaxes. SWRL that tends to be a standardized reasoning layer built on top of Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is a standard ontology language that Semantic Web applications use to exchange their ontologies.
The SWRL Abstract Syntax: RDM Metamodel
In the official W3C's submission of the SWRL language, there is no metamodel defined. In [3], authors, inspired by OMG's Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) [45] (a standardized MOF-based metamodel for OWL), proposed a Rule Definition Metamodel (RDM) -a MOF-based metamodel for SWRL [3] . As SWRL includes OWL constructs, RDM represents an extension of ODM [45] . ODM defines a metamodel for ontologies, by using the MOF metamodeling language. SWRL defines rules as part of ontology. To reflect this, the RDM metamodel defines the Rule class as a subclass of ODM's OntologyElement. A SWRL rule (Rule class) consists of an antecedent (body) and a consequent (head). Both the antecedent and consequent consist of a set of atoms which can possibly be empty, as depicted by the multiplicity in Fig. 9 4 . Every SWRL rule is an implication, which means that if all atoms of the antecedent hold, then the consequent holds. The same antecedent or consequent can be used in several rules, as indicated in the meta-model by the multiplicity of the asso-ciation between the Rule class, on the one hand, and the Antecedent class or the Consequent class on the other.
The SWRL Concrete Syntax
The SWRL language has two concrete syntax, namely, the RDF/XML concrete syntax [5] and OWL/XML concrete syntax [28] . We will give a short description of both in the following two subsections.
RDF/XML concrete syntax
As SWRL is defined on top of OWL, while OWL is based on RDF [35] (framework created to standardize defining and using metadata, i.e., resource descriptions on the Web), SWRL has an RDF-based concrete syntax. RDF Schema (RDFS) [13] is used to define vocabulary for RDF documents, and thus specify object types to which a certain property can be applied. This means that RDFS provides a basic typing mechanism for RDF models. The full definition of the RDF/XML schema of SWRL can be found in [29] .
We mapped the SWRL RDF schema to the RDM metamodel by using the following mapping rules defined that we defined: 1. Every metamodel class is represented by an RDFS Class. The name of the RDFS Class is the same as the class name. The corresponding RDFS Class contains super-classes for each super-class from the model class. 2. A MOF association of RDM is mapped to an RDF Property. If a name of an association end is defined, then this name is used as a name of the RDF Property. If the association end name is not defined, then the referenced class name is used as an RDF Property name. Such an RDF Property has a domain attribute, which represents an RDF Class to which the property is attributed, and a range attribute which defines the scope of the property (the type speaking in terms of programming languages).
OWL/XML concrete syntax
The SWRL OWL/XML Concrete Syntax is a combination of the OWL Web Ontology Language XML Presentation Syntax 5 [28] with the RuleML XML syntax [0] . The mapping rules between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and RDM metamodel follow the similar rules as we defined between R2ML XML Schema and R2ML metamodel defined in Section 3.1.2.
An implementation example: an ATL/QVT based approach
In this section, we describe implementation details of transformations between rule languages abstract and concrete syntax. We first show how we bridge between the XML Schema concrete syntax and the MOF-based abstract syntax of R2ML. Then, we describe specificities of bridging between SWRL's RDF concrete syntax (because for the SWRL OWL/XML Schema concrete syntax is the same as for R2ML). In the last part of this subsection, we describe how we bridge between the OCL EBNF-based concrete syntax and its abstract syntax (MOF-based metamodel). Using these bridges between the abstract and concrete syntax of rule languages, we cover most of the available rule languages relevant for the web rule community.
We would also mention that we do not describe the transformation between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and RDM metamodel here, because this transformation follow the similar principles as the transformation between R2ML XML Schema and R2ML metamodel also described in this subsection.
Transformations between R2ML XML Schema and R2ML Metamodel
In this subsection, we explain the transformation steps undertaken to transform R2ML XML documents into the models compliant to the R2ML metamodel. We have already explained that the R2ML concrete syntax is an XMLbased syntax and conforms to the R2ML XML Schema explained in Section 3.1.2. This syntax is located in the XML TS. However, the R2ML metamodel is defined in MOF, that is, it is in the MDE TS. To develop transformations between these two representations of R2ML, we should put them into the same technical space. We decided to implement these transformations in the MDE TS by using QVT and its implementations such as ATL. This approach enables easier maintaining of transformations, it has a better tool for managing MOF-based models, and also has one more important benefit, that is, MOFbased models can automatically be transformed into XMI [48] . This means, that we can produce the R2ML XMI documents by using general-purpose tools for transforming MOF-based models into XMI [48] implemented as a part of MOF-based repositories. We base our solution on the second alternative, i.e., in the MDE TS by using ATL. The overall organization of the transformation process is shown in Fig. 10 . It is obvious that the transformation between the R2ML XML schema and the R2ML metamodel consists of two transformations, namely: 1. From the R2ML metamodel to the R2ML XML schema (i.e., from the XML TS to the MDE TS); and 2. From the R2ML XML schema to the R2ML metamodel. In the rest of the section we explain both of these transformations. 
Transforming R2ML XML Schema into R2ML MOF-based Metamodel
The transformation process consists of two primary steps as follows.
Step 1. XML injection from the XML TS to the MDE TS. This means that we have to represent R2ML XML documents (RuleBase.xml from Fig. 10 ) into the form compliant to MOF. We use the XML injector that transforms R2ML XML documents (written w.r.t. the R2ML XML Schema, R2ML.xsd from Fig.  10 ) into the models conforming to the MOF-based XML metamodel (step 1 in Fig. 10 ) that defines XML elements such as XML Node, Element, and Attribute. This has an extremely low cost, since the XML injector is distributed as a general-purpose tool together with ATL, which performs the XML injection automatically.
An XML model (RuleBase_XML in Fig. 10 ), created by the XML injector, is located on the M1 layer of the MDE TS. This means that the XML injector instantiates the MOF-based XML metamodel. We can manipulate with these models like with any other type of MOF-based metamodels. Thus, such XML models can be represented in the XMI format (step 2 in Fig. 10 ). This XMI format can be regarded as an implicitly defined XML schema (XML_XMI.xsd) compliant to the XML metamodel. Since ATL can use MDR as model handler, we can employ MDR's tool for exporting XMI documents (e.g., RuleBase_XML.xmi). For example, R2ML rules from Examples 1 and 2 (see Section 3.1.1) are represented in the XMI document in Fig. 11 .
Step 2. A transformation of XML models into R2ML models. We transform an XML model (RuleBase_XML) created in Step 1 into an R2ML model (RuleBase_R2ML) by using an ATL transformation named XML2R2ML.atl (step 3 in Fig. 10) . The output R2ML model (RuleBase_R2ML) conforms to the R2ML metamodel. In the XML2R2ML.atl transformation, source elements from the XML metamodel are transformed into target elements of the R2ML metamo-metamodel. The XML2R2ML.atl transformation is performed on the M1 level (i.e., the model level) of the MDE TS. This transformation uses the information about elements from the M2 (metamodel) level, i.e., metamodels defined on the M2 level (i.e., the XML and R2ML metamodels) in order to provide transformations of models on the level M1. It is important to point out that M1 models (both source and target ones) must be conformant to the M2 metamodels (this check is automatically done by ATL's transformation engine during at run-time as this is the fundamental requirement of metamodeling). This principle is well-known as metamodel-driven model transformations [8] . In Table 1 , we give an excerpt of mappings between the R2ML XML Schema, XML metamodel, and R2ML metamodel (where names of XML Schema and metamodel elements represent constraints on their instances). For XML Schema complex types, an instance of the XML metamodel element is created through the XML injection described in Step 1 above. Such an XML element is then transformed into an instance of the R2ML metamodel element by using the XML2R2ML.atl transformation (Step 2). The ATL transformation is done for classes, attributes, and references. Mappings between elements of the XML metamodel and elements of the R2ML metamodel are defined as a sequence of rules in the ATL language. These rules use additional helpers (similar to functions in programming languages) in defining mappings. Each rule in the ATL has one input element (i.e., an instance of a meta-class from a MOF based metamodel) and one or more output elements. In fact, the ATL transformation takes an input XML model from a model repository and creates a new model compliant to the R2ML metamodel. This actually means that we instantiate the R2ML metamodel (M2 level), i.e., create R2ML models (M1 level). In our ATL transformation, we mainly use so-called ATL matched rules. A matched rule matches a given type of source model element, and generates one or more kinds of target model elements. These rules are activated by the ATL rule engine for each element of a given type of the source model. Fig. 12 gives an example of a matched rule which is in fact an excerpt of the X2ML2R2ML.atl transformation for the Root class (XML!Root) of the XML metamodel. The ATL rule RuleBase transforms the Root of the XML model (RuleBase_XML) into the RuleBase element (i.e., R2ML!RuleBase in Fig. 12 ) of the R2ML metamodel. The RuleBase element (the Root of an XML tree) captures a collection of different RuleSets (i.e., Derivation, Integrity, Reaction or Production). Each RuleSet includes rules of their own kind (e.g., IntegrityRuleSet includes only IntegrityRule-s). From the ATL rule shown in Fig. 12 , we invoke rules for nested elements (e.g., DerivationRuleSet and IntegrityRuleSet) as well as for the ruleBaseID attribute. However, this type of rules is not suitable for all input elements of the XML metamodel that we transformed into the R2ML metamodel. This is typical for a situation when several input elements represent the same entity, while in the target model we have to have only one unique definition of that element and other should only refer to that one. For example, the ObjectVariable XML element in the input rules might be used several times (as this is a tree) and the only way to know that all of them refer to the same variable is by the value of its name attribute (e.g., customer). However, in the target R2ML metamodel, an ObjectVariable should only be defined once (as it is a graph), while all other parts of the model can only refer to that definition. Fig. 4a shows an R2ML IntegrityRule, while Fig. 13 gives the same rule in a form of a UML object diagram representing instances of the R2ML MOF-based metamodel. In Fig. 4a , we can see that the r1 ObjectVariable element is a unique for the whole rule, and it appears at 3 different (marked) places in the rule. This means that an XML tree contains three different nodes referring to the same object, i.e., the r1 ObjectVariable. On the other hand, the instance of the R2ML MOF-based metamodel contains one and only one node referring to that object (r1:ObjectVariable), as it is shown in Fig. 13 . Three links to that object represent three different appearances of that ObjectVariable in the whole rule. It is obvious that matched rules are unsuitable for this type of transformation. As a solution to this issue, we employed ATL's "unique lazy" rules. They are "lazy", since we have to invoke them explicitly from some other rule. They are "unique", since for a specific element of the source model they only create an element of the target model once, while all other executions of the same rule for that specific input element create references to the only target definition. This type of rules resembles called templates in XSLT with the main distinction that XSLT does not possess any mechanism for unique element definitions, which is very hard to implement in XSLT [15] . The unique lazy ATL rule that transforms ObjectVariables from the XML metamodel into the R2ML metamodel is shown in Fig. 14 After applying the above ATL rules to the input XML models, R2ML models (RuleBase_R2ML) are stored in the model repository. Such R2ML models can be exported in the form of R2ML XMI documents (e.g., RuleBase_R2ML.xmi in Fig. 10 ). For example, for rules shown in Fig. 11 (i.e., in the XMI format of the XML metamodel), we get an R2ML XMI document in Fig. 15 . Fig. 15 shows a RuleBase that contains IntegrityRulesSet with one AlethicIntegrityRule. AlethicIntegrityRule then is constrained by a UniversallyQuantifiedFormula, which contains variable declarations. The current version of the transformation of the R2ML XML format into the R2ML metamodel covers derivation, integrity, reaction rules and production rules. 
Transforming R2ML MOF-based Metamodel and R2ML XML Schema
Along with the transformation of the R2ML XML schema to the R2ML metamodel, we have also defined a transformation in the opposite direction, i.e., from the R2ML metamodel to the R2ML XML schema (R2ML2XML). This transformation process consists also of two primary steps as follows.
Step 1. The transformation of R2ML models to XML models. We transform an R2ML model (RuleBase_R2ML from Fig. 10 ) into an XML model (RuleBase_XML) by using an ATL transformation named R2ML2XML.atl (step 5 in Fig. 10 ). After applying this transformation to the input R2ML models, XML models (RuleBase_XML) are stored in the model repository (RuleBase_XML.xmi in Fig. 10) . The output XML model conforms to the XML metamodel. The R2ML2XML.atl transformation transforms elements of the source R2ML metamodel to elements of the target XML metamodel. This transformation is also executed on the M1 level, as well as the XML2R2ML.atl transformation. Mappings from Table 1 between the R2ML XML Schema, XML metamodel, and R2ML metamodel apply here with no changes. So, for the R2ML rules given the R2ML XMI format in Fig. 15 , we get an XML model which can be serialized back into the XML XMI format (step 6 in Fig. 10) , as it is shown in Fig. 11 .
Step 2. The XML extraction from the MDE TS to the XML TS. In this step, we transform the XML model (RuleBase_XML in Fig. 10 ) which conforms to MOF-based XML metamodel and is generated in step 1 above, to the RuleBase.xml document (Step 7 in Fig. 10 ). The XML extractor is a part of the ATL toolkit.
Creating a transformation from the R2ML metamodel to the R2ML XML schema (R2ML2XML) appeared to be easier to implement than the XML2R2ML transformation. For the R2ML2XML transformation, we needed only one helper for the checking the negation of Atoms. All the ATL matched transformation rules are defined straightforward similar as in the XML2R2ML transformation, except for unique elements (like ObjectVariable). For every R2ML metamodel element, we create a necessary number of XML metamodel elements (Attribute, Element), which corresponds to the R2ML XML Schema. Since XML metamodel Element's children association end is defined as a composition [39] , we can just not use one ObjectVariable and then reference to it from different Elements. To implement the support for transforming these elements, we used ATL lazy rules, which when called create a new element with the same content from the same input element. For example, for a unique lazy rule, which created a unique ObjectVariable element (from Fig.  14) , we define a corresponding lazy rule like the one shown in Fig. 16 . This rule creates an output XML Element with the name "r2ml:ObjectVariable" for every R2ML ObjectVariable element on which it is applied. In Fig. 16 , we also give an example of invocation of another lazy rule (i.e., ClassRule) for the R2ML Class elements that are also unique.
Transformations between SWRL RDF/XML Schema and RDM Metamodel
Because the transformation between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel follows very similar principles as the transformation between the R2ML XML Schema and the R2ML metamodel, described in Section 4.1.1, we will describe here in detail only differences which are important for the bi-directional transformation between the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel. Regarding both transformations, to define them we need to define two sets of transformations. The first set of transformations for bridging between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel, and the second set for bridging between the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel. For bridging between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel, we need to define two transformations, namely, a transformation from the SWRL OWL/XML Schema to RDM metamodel (which includes the XML injection and XML2RDM.atl transformation form Fig. 17 ) and another transformation from the RDM metamodel to the SWRL OWL/XML Schema (which includes RDM2XML.atl transformation and XML extraction in Fig. 17 ). For bridging between the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel, we also need to define two transformations, namely, a transformation from the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel (which includes the XML injection and the RDF2RDM.atl transformation from Fig. 17 ) and a transformation from the RDM metamodel to the SWRL RDF/XML Schema (which includes the RDM2RDF.atl transformation and the XML extraction from Fig. 17 ) The overall organization of the transformation process is shown in Fig. 17 . To bridge between the SWRL RDF concrete syntax and the SWRL abstract syntax (i.e., RDM), we first use the XML injector, (see Fig. 17 , 1b. for RDF TS: XML injection), a part of ATL that automatically transforms SWRL RDF docu-ments (for RDF syntax) into the models conforming to the MOF-based XML metamodel that defines XML. Once we inject SWRL RDF rules into a MOFbased representation (Rules.xml in Fig. 17) , we can manipulate with them like with any other type of MOF-based models. Thus, such XML models can be represented in the XML XMI format (in Fig. 17, step 2: XMI export). Now we transform between XML models (Rules_XML from Fig. 17 ) and RDMcompliant models (Rules_RDM from Fig. 17 ). This actually requires writing two ATL transformations (Fig. 17, step 3b: RDF2RDM.alt and step 5b: RDM2RDF.atl), and hence this is the bridge between both the SWRL XMLbased and RDF-based concrete syntax and the SWRL abstract syntax. Both transformations are executed on the M1 level, but they require the input and output models to be compliant to the input and output metamodels (i.e., XML and RDM), respectively. This way we check validity of all input SWRL XMLbased and RDF-based rules w.r.t. the RDM metamodel. Since we have implemented transformations in both directions, we can transform RDM rules into the XML models, that can later be exported into SWRL RDF concrete syntax (Fig. 17, step 6 : XML export) to obtain the rule in the RDF/XML syntaxform. Note also that once we transform SWRL rules into the RDM representation, we can also export SWRL rules into the RDM XMI format (Fig. 17 , step 7b: XMI export in RDF TS), and thus we can share SWRL rules with any MOF-compliant repository. This is another important contribution to the RDM metamodel itself [14] that improves its practical value to be used by other MOF-based tools.
As we have mentioned in the beginning of this section, the transformation between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel follow the same principles as transformation between the R2ML XML Schema and the R2ML metamodel. We should note differences for this transformation in relation to the transformation between the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and the RDM metamodel. The first step (1a. XML injection from Fig. 17 ) and the last (7a. XML extraction from Fig. 17 ) are different, because we inject and extract SWRL OWL/XML files to the XML TS and not to RDF TS. For the transformation between the XML metamodel and the RDM metamodel, we defined two transformations (3a. XML2RDM.atl and 5a. RDM2XML.atl from Fig. 17 ) that transforms XML instances of SWRL OWL/XML rules to and from RDM metamodel, respectively.
Transformations between OCL concrete syntax and OCL Metamodel
This transformation includes bridging between the OCL (EBNF-based) concrete syntax and the OCL abstract syntax (i.e., OCL metamodel). Because the OCL textual concrete syntax is located in the EBNF TS, we need to create an instance of the OCL metamodel (abstract syntax) in the MDE TS. To do this, we first use the EBNF injector, (see Fig. 18 , step 1: EBNF injection), a part of the ATL toolkit, and the OCL Lexer and Parser. We generated the OCL Parser and Lexer by using the ATL TCS (Textual Concrete Syntax) tools. The OCL Parser automatically transforms OCL invariants into the models conforming to the MOF-based OCL metamodel. Once we created the OCL TCS and generated OCL Parser and Lexer based on it, the EBNF injector takes for input the OCL metamodel, OCL code that we want to parse (as the .ocl textual file), generated OCL Lexer and Parser, and it returns a MOFbased OCL model as output. Once we inject OCL invariants into a MOFbased representation (OCL Rule in Fig. 18 ), we can manipulate with them like with any other MOF-based model (and export it into OCL XMI, step 2 in Fig.  18 ). Fig. 19 shows an excerpt of the mappings between the OCL meta-model (in the KM3 format 6 , Fig. 19a ) and its textual concrete syntax defined in TCS (Fig. 19b) . Fig. 19 shows the corresponding part of the OCL metamodel, because TCS works in a way that, for each element of a metamodel, it defines a description in the textual concrete syntax, by using the constructs of the TCS language (e.g., template). The figure shows the following elements:
• Class OclModule is represented with ownedElements (of the type OclModuleElement) and is a construct which is first created (denoted with main).
• Class Invariant is represented with: the context definition (i.e., the name of the appropriate UML or MOF class), the keyword "inv", the name of this constraint if it is defined, the symbol ":", and the specification (body) of this constraint. The elements <newline> and <tab> are used in serialization of the OCL model to the OCL code, and they represent a new line feed, and text bias, respectively.
• Class OclContextDefinition is represented with the keyword "context" and contextElement element. TCS elements are associated to their corresponding elements in the metamodel by their names. For example, TCS template OclModule corresponds to the KM3 class OclModule, while ownedElement corresponds to the KM3 OclModuleElement class (and all its subclasses).
Experiences
The transformation is tested on a set of real world rules collected by the REWERSE Working Group I1 at Brandenburg University of Technology at Cottbus, from different sources such as Warmer and Kleppe' book [60] and the SWRL specification [29] . In this section, we report on some lessons learned when developing and applying the transformations. These lessons also helped us validate the R2ML, RDM and OCL MOF-based metamodels as well as to propose some changes to the R2ML, RDM and OCL metamodels. It is important to notice that while we here report on some of the experiences with the use of R2ML, the same can be applied to SWRL, as that was the language for which there was not any solution available to bridging its abstract and concrete syntax. We have already indicated some our experience with the OCL metamodel, and what extensions to that model we had to do in Section 3.2.
Making Unique Mappings for Bridging Abstract and Concrete
Syntax. In the case we have defined abstract and concrete syntax in different technical spaces, we need to define conceptual mappings between corresponding elements of that syntax (such as in the case of R2ML as shown in Section 3.1). When such mappings are defined, we need to define rules for checking consistency between abstract and concrete syntax (these rules represent wellformedness rules shown, e.g., for R2ML in Section 3.1.1). Based on the defined mappings, we can later define two unidirectional transformations (for both directions) or one bidirectional transformation to bridge concrete models into one or another technical space (such as for R2ML in Section 4.1.1.), con-forming to the rule language' metamodel, or concrete syntax definition, respectively Transformations based on Mappings for Bridging Abstract and Concrete Syntax. Once a technical space for the representation of a rule language's abstract syntax is chosen (e.g., MOF or EBNF), and when such an abstract syntax is defined, we then need to choose a suitable solution to developing the transformation. This solution should be based on criteria such as potential to define needed transformations, flexibility to change those transformations, and compatibility to work in needed technical spaces. Once the abstract or concrete syntax of the rule language is changed, we need to change mappings between their elements and implemented transformations, too.
XML/RDF Schema and Metamodel Mappings. XML Schema elements and metamodel elements are mapped in the following way: every metamodel class is mapped to an XML element and a complexType in the XML schema (or to RDF class if we map RDF-based syntax). The names of the XML element and complex type are the same as the class's name. If the class is abstract, the corresponding element is also abstract (this holds only for XML, not for RDF which does not have a mechanism for defining abstract classes). The corresponding XML element contains XML attributes for each data type attributes from the model class. A MOF association is mapped to an XML attribute (or to an RDF Property in the case of RDF-based syntax). Such an XML attribute is a part of the content model of the XML complexType mapped from the class referencing the association that is being mapped. Composite and nary MOF associations are always mapped using XML elements. A composite association is mapped to an XML element that is a part of the content model of the XML complexType generated from the class referencing this association. In the case of RDF, a MOF composite association is mapped to an RDF Property whose domain is a translated class referencing the association and whose range is the translated class referenced by the association.
Transformations of Rule Language Variables. As model transformation languages transform every element of the input model into the corresponding element of the output model, this can be problematic if we want to have only one output element for multiple input elements (i.e., one-to-many transformation) such as the case for rule language variables as described in section 4.1. In order to define these types of transformation rules, we need to search through the input XML model graph to find all occurrences of a variable (by using helper functions described in section 5.2.1.2) and to create a unique element with the same name in the output model. In the opposite direction the situation is a bit simpler. In the case we need to create multiple elements in the output model from one unique element of the input model, we propose using transformation rules/functions, which when called create a new element with the same content from the same input element (see Fig. 16 ).
Abstract classes. Originally, some classes of the R2ML metamodel were defined as abstract classes (e.g., Disjunction, Conjunction, and Implication) [58] . When we attempted to transform rules form the R2ML XML format into the R2ML metamodel, we faced the problem that the ATL engine refused executing the ATL transformations. The problem was that some classes should actually have not been abstract, as the MDR model repository prevented their instantiation by strictly following the R2ML metamodel definition. This was an obvious indicator to change such classes not to be abstract. We should note that we did not face this problem with the RDM and OCL metamodels.
Conflicting compositions. Since the meaning of MOF compositions is fully related to instances of classes connected by compositions, it is very hard to validate the use of compositions in MOF-based metamodels without instantiating metamodels. This means that for a class A that composes a class B, an instance of the class B can only be composed by one and only one instance of the class A. It is also correct to say that a class C also composes the class B. However, the same instance of the class B cannot be composed by two other instances, regardless of the fact that one of them is an instance of the class A and another one of the class C [10] . Since ATL uses the MDR model repository for storing input and output models of transformations, MDR does not allow us to execute ATL transformations that break the MOF semantics including the part related to compositions. This actually helped us identify some classes in the R2ML and RDM metamodels breaking this rule. To overcome this problem, we have changed ("relaxed") the composition with a regular association relation. This makes sense, since a variable should be declared once, while all other elements should refer to that variable (not compose it).
Transformations summary. During the implementation of the transformations, we created a certain number of different ATL rules and helpers for transformations. Table 2 , shows the number of different ATL rules for the transformations that bridge between the R2ML XML Schema and R2ML metamodel. The number of matched rules is the same for both transformations. This is obvious because we transform R2ML elements straightforwardly to their R2ML XML Schema representation and vice versa. As described in section 4.1.1, for every element that must be defined as unique in the MDE TS (i.e., the R2ML metamodel), we used unique lazy rules for its creation. In the opposite direction, we have only used lazy rules, since we wanted to create more than one output elements with same contents from one input element. The number of helpers is much higher in the XML2R2ML transformation, and this is due to the need to walk through the input XML model and find occurrences of the same ObjectVariable, as described in sections 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.4.
For transformations between the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and RDM metamodel, a summary of the used types of transformation rules is shown in Table 3 . As with the transformation of the R2ML metamodel into the R2ML XML Schema, the number of the matched rules is the same for both transformations. As already described for R2ML, for every element which must be defined as unique in the MDE TS (i.e., RDM metamodel), we used unique lazy rules for their creation. In the opposite direction, we used only lazy rules, because we had to create more than one output element with the same contents from the same input element (see Section 5.2.1.4). The number of helper operations is larger in the XML2RDM transformation, because we need to search through the input XML model to find instances of the same IndividualVariable elements.
Regarding transformations between the SWRL RDF/XML Schema and RDM metamodel, a summary of the used types of transformation rules is shown in Table 4 . As with the transformation between SWRL OWL/XML Schema and RDM metamodel, the number of transformation rules and helpers is the same, because the SWRL OWL/XML Schema and RDF Schema have the same number of elements.
For the OCL metamodel and OCL concrete syntax bidirectional transformation, we defined a number of transformation rules (called templates in TCS), and a summary is shown in Table 5 . In this case from Table 5 , we can see that we have 51 templates, that is, one simple TCS template for every non-abstract metamodel class whose corresponding concrete syntax element does not have operator associated with it. We have 6 primitiveTemplates for every primitive type (such as integer, boolean), one enumerationTemplate which corresponds to the OCL metamodels CollectionKind enumeration, and we also have six operatorTemplates used to describe those OCL abstract syntax element that have operators associated with them (as described in Section 5.2.2.3). 
Related work
XML Interchange Metadata (XMI) is one of the most related works to our approach. It is the OMG's specification providing a set of rules for mapping between MOF-based models, metamodels, and metametamodels and XML. Although XMI allows for sharing MOF-based artifacts between various applications, it is rather a verbose solution that produces many XML elements and attributes and without ways for developers to define and use their own XMLbased concrete syntax suitable for specific domains such as Web rule languages. In this paper, we have shown how model transformation languages can be used to bridge this gap between concrete and abstract syntax of R2ML, SWRL and OCL, and thus a way for approaching various Web rule definitions. A special advantage of this approach is that once we have mappings between an arbitrary R2ML, SWRL and OCL concrete syntax and their corresponding abstract syntax, we also have mappings between that arbitrary R2ML, SWRL and OCL concrete syntax and the R2ML, SWRL and OCL XMI concrete syntax, respectively. The proposed solution will even be more suitable if we only need to provide one bi-directional transformation between any pair of concrete and abstract syntax. This problem has already been addressed by several researchers, where they have proposed different solutions for bridging MOF-based abstract syntax (e.g., metamodels) and textual [30] [41] and graphical [19] concrete syntax of languages. Given that all current solution are looking at this problem at a more general level, i.e., mappings between MOF-based metamodels and EBNF grammars, we think that it would be useful to have their specialization dealing only with mappings between XML (as a special type of EBNF grammars) and MOF. This is actually very similar to transformations between XML schemas and Semantic Web ontologies (i.e., so-called lifting and lowering) [2] . One another interesting initiative in this area is related to model weaving [17] . The use of matching transformations and model weaving enabled to semi-automate the production of model transformations. Matching transformations are a special kind of transformations that implement heuristics and algorithms (such as element similarity and best links [17] ) to create weaving models, while weaving models are models that capture different kinds of relation-ships between models in a weaving metamodel 7 . The weaving model is translated into a model transformation language (such as ATL). This approach could enable, to some extent (we can say that variables cannot be supported in this way), bridging XML/RDF based concrete syntax with their abstract syntax (i.e., metamodels) by defining weaving models between the XML metamodel and the rule language's corresponding metamodel elements.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no solution to transforming rule languages based on model transformation languages. Most of previous solutions to transforming rule languages such as RuleML and SWRL are implemented by using XSLT or programming languages (Java) [25] [4] [20] . By the nature, our solution is the most similar to those based on the use of XSLT, as a general purpose transformation language for the XML TS. Examples of transformations for the RuleML language, which are done by using the XSLT approach, are the following: XSLT translator [56] between the Horn-logic subsets of RuleML and Relational-Functional Markup Language (RFML) [51] , XSLT translator from RuleML to Jess [55] , translators between Positional RuleML to Object-Oriented RuleML [49] , and translator from RFML to RuleML. Note also that there are some translators for R2ML developed by using XSLT [50] such as translators from R2ML to F-Logic, between the FLogic XML format and R2ML, from R2ML to Jess, R2ML to RuleML, R2ML to the rules of Jena2 -a most commonly used Semantic Web framework [37] , and from R2ML to JBoss rules.
Although the use of XML is very suitable, the previous analysis of the use of XSLT for sharing knowledge indicates that XSLT is hard to maintain where modifications of input and output formats can completely invalidate previous versions of XSLTs [31] . Even some recent experiences in transforming rule languages (SWRLp) report on constraints of XSLT (e.g., to transform unique symbols) that can only be overcome by XSLT extensions implemented in other languages such as Java and Jess [36] . An important drawback of the XSLT approach is that XSLT does not have any language to check validity of the XML documents regarding XML Schema to which it conforms to during the execution of the transformation and it does not have a constraint language such as OCL in MDE TS. In our case, we used the ATL language whose main benefits are a good support different technical spaces through XML and EBNF injection and extraction and advanced features for creating and using a richer set of transformation rules (matched, called, lazy, and unique).
The OMG's Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) specification is closely related to our work [45] [21] , as it specifies MOF-based metamodels for Semantic Web ontology languages Resource Description Framework Schema and OWL, i.e., it defines the abstract syntax of RDFS and ODM by using MOF. The ODM speciation also defines QVT-based mappings between the ODM and RDFS metamodels with metamodels of languages such as UML, Common Logics, Topic Maps, and Entity-Relationship model. However, all these transformations are defined on the level of metamodels, thus everything happens in the MDE TS [22] . This means that, for example, there is a gap between the RDF/XML syntax [5] usually supported by OWL tools (as a concrete syntax of the OWL language) and the OWL metamodel (i.e., an abstract syntax of OWL). Our approach shows how this can be overcome, so that one can achieve the full compatibility between abstract and concrete syntax of a Web language for knowledge representation. We hope that our experience will be used in developing the future Web rule interchange standard.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated potentials of model transformations for transforming Web rule languages. First, the use of model transformation languages forces us to use valid source and target models. This means that the transformation cannot be executed properly if either of rule models is not fully conformant to its metamodel. In our case, the source XML rule models have to be conformant to the XML metamodel, while R2ML, RDM and OCL models have to be conformant to the R2ML, RDM and OCL metamodels, respectively. Second, every time we execute the model transformation, the elements of the target model are instantiated in the model repository. This means that the model transformation provided us with the mechanism for instantiation of the rule language metamodels, i.e. their abstract syntax. This helped us detect some issues in the rule language metamodels such as conflicting compositions and inappropriate abstract classes in the R2ML metamodel. Third, instances of rule metamodels are stored into MOF-based repositories such as MDR. Since model repositories have generic tools for exporting/importing models and metamodels in the XMI format, we employ them to export instances of the R2ML, RDM and OCL metamodels in the XMI format, and thus share R2ML, RDM and OCL models with other MOF-compliant applications. Finally, the use of ATL is more appropriate than XSLT when transforming rules between the XML and MDE technical spaces, since ATL supports advanced features (e.g., lazy and unique lazy rules) for transforming between languages based on metamodels (i.e., graphs) and XML-based concrete syntax (i.e., trees).
Looking from the perspective of general applicability of the proposed approach to other Web rule languages, let us refer to F-Logic and Web Service Modeling Language (WSML). For example, F-Logic's mainly used concrete syntax is textual, while the EU-funded NeON project defined a metamodel for F-Logic [26] . This basically means that our ATL/TCS approach to bridging between an EBNF-defined concrete and MOF-based abstract syntax of a Web rule language can directly be applied to F-Logic. Of course, the case of F-Logic is even more interesting, as F-Logic has an XML-based concrete syntax, which means that our approach to mapping between XML-based concrete syntax and MOF-based abstract syntax of rule languages can directly be applied to F-Logic as well. Furthermore, once F-Logic is placed in the MDE TS (via its MOF-based metamodel), we can then provide transformations between F-Logic and other rule languages (e.g., R2ML), without a need to pay attention to different concrete syntax of F-Logic. Similarly, WSML has EBNF-and XML-based textual concrete syntax, which indicates that for most of current and forthcoming Web rule languages our solution can be used. This is even more significant, if we are aiming at further integration of Web rule languages into the software development process, where MDE can play a vital role.
In the future work, we will use real-world rules we have transformed into the R2ML metamodel for implementing transformations between the R2ML metamodel and other rule languages. Currently, we are implementing a bidirectional model transformation between the R2ML metamodel and the MOFbased OCL metamodel and between the R2ML metamodel and the SWRL language (using its RDM metamodel). In this way, we will be able to validate the potentials of the R2ML metamodel to integrate various rule languages as well as to (re)use rules from different origins in MOF-based applications. Of course, in this research, we will have to address even more challenges, since we need to bridge between three technical spaces, namely, XML (SWRL concrete syntax), EBNF (OCL concrete syntax), and MOF (metamodels of R2ML, OCL, and RDM) [38] . In this way, we will be able to validate the potentials of the R2ML metamodel to integrate various rule languages as well as to (re)use rules from different origins in MOF-based applications.
8.
